Why does film matter?
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Art and humanities research begins with a desire to understand the human condition. For centuries, literature has provided the source material for reflection on what it means to be human. While literature continues to enlighten us, for some time film has provided a visual alternative. Film not only offers a narrative similar to literature, it also provides an audio-visual feast for the senses, and in the quick-fix, fast-paced, Technicolor whirl of the twenty-first century, it is this feast which best mirrors our experience of modern life. When we sit down to watch a film, the sensual experience – sight and sound – is familiar, but the cerebral one, the story itself, can take us anywhere. In this sense, film is both an old friend and a new adventure. It is also through film that we have a unique means of preserving the historic past, as well as looking forward, towards an uncertain future.

At Intellect, we have begun to offer an opportunity to look at film not just as a single subject but as a universe of subjects, because we believe film offers a rich medium for reflection on human nature. By looking at films from different regions of the world, we are given a window into what makes people all over the world so different, and also what makes those people the same. In this way we can each develop a better understanding of "the other," an understanding that avoids stereotypes and acknowledges both the unity and diversity in humanity.

Editorial

Masoud Yazdani | Director, Intellect Publishing

Welcome to our world, where film is the currency of intellectual debate
All killer no filler

An interview with Richard Raskin, Editor of Short Film Studies

What attracts you to short film and what do you find most intriguing about the medium?

Jerry Seinfeld once said: ‘If I wanted a long, boring story with no point to it, I have my life.’ When short films are at their best, they are the exact opposite of a long, boring story with no point to it. I love brief narratives that are rich in texture, saturated with meaning and tell their stories without wasting a moment on filler of any kind. It is widely known that the short film is the poetry of filmmaking, and the other quote I’d like to share is the most relevant definition of poetry I have ever seen. A Chinese master said: ‘The writer’s message is like rice. When you write prose, you cook the rice. When you write poetry, you turn the rice into rice wine.’ The best short films are pure rice wine - so concentrated and intoxicating that they take our breath away, while mediocre shorts that seem to go on forever, tediously belabouring their story, are like cooked rice. The great short films tell more in as little as four or seven minutes than many feature films. And the form is much freer, much less subject to formulaic storytelling patterns and conventions.

You have written, directed and edited a number of films, what aspect of the film-making process do you most enjoy?

It’s only a small number, really, though at the moment I have two short films in production. The writing is enormously satisfying when a script idea takes shape in what I can guess will be a promising way. But being part of a production team is a wonderful experience and I have the greatest respect for the people who can light a set in a way that creates a visually exciting experience for the viewer. One of the shorts now in progress is an animation film, and the attention being lavished on the puppets, props and set design is nothing less than awe-inspiring. Working with actors is also great fun. I have also had some disappointments, the latest one involving a film made by three directors who decided to change my story so radically that, only partly as a joke, I asked that a disclaimer be added to the final credits stating: ‘Any resemblance between this film and the original screenplay is purely coincidental.’

In your opinion what is the best venue to watch a short film, and why?

At the moment, and I imagine this will continue indefinitely, short film festivals would be the best venue. But I am one of many people who wish short films would be shown before feature films in movie theatres, so that the broad movie-going public could also enjoy this wonderful art form.

You are the editor of Intellect’s journal Short Film Studies, what are your aspirations when it comes to this project?

One of my goals is to help teachers to upgrade their courses on short films, by offering them not only access to short film masterpieces but also - for each film - a package consisting of an interview with the director, a shot-by-shot breakdown of the film, and an array of peer-reviewed articles that illuminate the film from a variety of perspectives. What more could a teacher want? Another goal is to attract to this field first-rate scholars who may never before have considered studying short films and who can help to sustain a flow of new research on the ways in which short films tell their stories.

Why does film matter?

For some people, that would be like asking: why does food matter? There is simply a need that has to be fulfilled - a need to experience meaningful, life-enriching stories unfolding on the screen.
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Richard Raskin
Why does film matter?
In all its old and new manifestations, film is still vitally important. Hollywood seems to have run out of interesting or compelling stories and television drama is increasingly taking up the responsibility for producing complex and compelling narratives. So it is up to national and transnational cinema to create films which connect with the personal, the local and political. As long as we continue to enjoy the peculiar sensation of gathering with a bunch of strangers in a darkened theatre, film will still matter.

From your perspective what does the future hold for film?
No one else will make New Zealand films other than New Zealanders. It is great that we have Peter Jackson and ‘The Hobbit movies’ but these are global films for global audiences, and it is quite incidental that they are being shot here [NZ]. New Zealand films will continue to be modest ventures in need of forms of cultural subsidy but they remain a vital part of our sense of being connected to each other - linked to wider worlds but also distinct from them.
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The history of Hollywood is bound up with the history of America. As a nation growing to become an international superpower during the twentieth century, America took the lead in global politics, manufacturing and business. Likewise, as Hollywood grew to become the leading producer of films in the early part of the century, it defined what made film popular; the story. Hollywood makes stories; it is after all dubbed the ‘dream factory’, and whether they be complex dramas or spectacular blockbusters, the story is what makes people go out to the cinema, go out and buy the DVD or watch a rerun on TV. A good story, the film’s narrative, will always attract an audience. The following short ‘history’ is about how making stories became the main aim of Hollywood and is, in essence, the reason why Hollywood still reigns supreme; for stories entertain and, whether or not we like to see it in such simple terms, audiences want to be entertained.

In the late nineteenth century, film was considered a technological marvel; an attraction to wow an audience and advertise the technical genius of the film-maker. Those who made films, early short recordings of everyday life screened to select audiences, considered the new medium emblematic of scientific advancement rather than a necessarily artistic practice. Louis and Auguste Lumière’s projected images on the wall of the Grand Café in Paris grabbed people’s attention but offered no story to keep it and make it last. Workers leaving the Factory (1895), a recording of people leaving their workshop, showed that film had the potential to capture attention but their films, a mixture of actualities, scenes, and topical, only entertained those people leaving whose tastes. As cinemas opened up in every town and city across the country, owners cried out for more movies to show. Demand was met by Hollywood, which, by 1911, had established itself as the most suitable location for film production. At the heart of it, the new fledgling studios started to perfect the techniques and methods of making multiple films at the same time. Film production became more like the factory line seen in the American manufacturing industry and the formula that made it work was the adoption of the ‘classical norms’ of film-making. Classical Hollywood cinema, as we know it today, put emphasis on narrative continuity and the coherent ordering of space. As a result, the techniques of film-making were linked to ‘a unified mode of storytelling’ (Grange, Jancovich & Monteith 2007: 74).

Why does film matter?

Film matters because film is us. We are a society use the films’ form to tell stories about who we are and our society – they are a record of what makes us human and what concerns us in the everyday. Even with the influence of new media technologies that have changed the way we now watch films (not in the cinema but at home and online) films are still very much part of the media landscape. The film form, narrative and styles with which we are so familiar, from Hollywood blockbusters to the avant-garde, shape our own personal narratives. Film offers us a language to speak to each other across national, class, economic and racial lines – film is a phenomenon that allows us to understand cultures and people.
Film matters for the same reason all art matters

Popular genres arise as adaptations of myths relative to and as part of the content and form of discourse emphasized in a particular time and place: such emphases are a principal means by which a particular ideology or world view is both arrived at and perpetuated. All of the traditional forms given to discourse, including those related to ‘entertainment’ considered here, have developed historically in relation to earlier and alternative forms: the novel descends from such sources as letters, contracts, and wills; the easel painting from manuscript illumination, wall painting, and oral and literary narratives; and film from novels, painting, and theatre, to name just a few. While all of these forms seem to have the capacity to reformulate and represent myths, their popularity has varied over time. It is also apparent that some myths lend themselves more readily to articulation within some fields of discourse than others. Historically, as interest in different fields of discourse changes, so does the identification with particular myths – as the shifts of attention from Antigone to Oedipus, to the more recent engagement with Prometheus, indicate. While some tech-noir films are based on a narrative first written as a short story, play, or book, most are developed as film scripts; and, like all popular genres regardless of form, tech-noir films perpetually re-ground myth in real world events and issues. These events, as always, include war, but the years between 1970 and 2005, the years of the release dates for most of the films considered, were also years of extraordinary scientific and technological developments. Many of these developments, like the home computer, are related to digital technology, while others, like environmental pollution, are less seemingly innocuous: these realities echo through the tech-noir genre of tech-noir. The tech-noir genre is thus likely to last for as long as it provides a message that revises the hierarchy or chain of beings.

From your perspective what does the future hold for film?

Like the gothic, detective, and science fiction genres, tech-noir conveys didactic messages in relation to tech-noir films, even as they maintain the conventions of melodrama and genre: in tech-noir films the interrelations of the metaphysical and physical are reasserted by proxy in layered representations of technologized realities. The tech-noir message, notably the frequent treatment of the human form within the mise en abyme, such that it and its representations become part of a conceptual mise en abyme that revises the hierarchy or chain of beings. This mise en abyme contributes to the overall complexity of tech-noir films, even as they maintain the conventions of melodrama and genre: in tech-noir films the interrelations of the metaphysical and physical are reasserted by proxy in layered representations of technologized realities.

Why does film matter?

Film matters for the same reason all art matters – because it embodies and conveys the values and beliefs of the culture within which and for which it is made. Popular art forms, such as film, are of special importance because they speak to the most central of those values and beliefs.
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Noir again?
It can help audiences, ‘old’ and ‘new’, to rethink their place in the world

Why does film matter?
As a scholar of transnational / eco-critical cinema, it is increasingly clear to me that cinema is one of the most efficient ways to debate political and cultural issues in a global society. This is especially the case with cinema’s potential to visually capture the transnational and even global scale of ecological problems, and engage with them in a way that reaches wide global audiences. Cinema is not only a communicator of ideas and an essential component of the culture industries. It is also a crucial pedagogical tool that facilitates efficient learning and motivates participation from new generations of audiences. It can help audiences, ‘old’ and ‘new’, to rethink their place in the world, and crucially, it can also motivate them to do something about the injustices and exploitation to which they are witness.

From your perspective what does the future hold for film?
Film studies has only recently begun to truly understand the important roles theoretical paradigms such as eco-criticism and transnationalism play in conceptualizing cinema’s social responsibility. As film production and distribution technologies become more effective and immersive, cinema has an increasingly vital role to play in improving sustainable production and distribution as well as communicating these innovations to global audiences. For example, emerging distribution networks and ‘green’ production methods (i.e. less expensive and mobile technology) provide new ways of conceptualizing sustainable and ecological cultural production. Yet, technological innovation is a constantly on-going process, and more remains to be done in film and media studies on the ecological potential of media convergence. Accordingly, we must remember that emerging forms of media production and distribution can build barriers between peoples and reinforce exploitative relationships on a global scale. Simultaneously, they can, and often do, breach these barriers, and make us rethink our positions and responsibilities in a global society.

Read on...
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David Lynch, film-maker and visual artist

Allister Mactaggart

David Lynch started to make films as an art student in the mid-1960s at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in Philadelphia because he wanted a painting that ‘would really be able to move’. This fine art sensibility has persisted throughout his film-making career in which he has produced a singular and remarkable body of work which crosses the borders between different art forms and thus challenges some of the tenets of film theory as it currently stands.

In Lynch’s practice the film set is treated as a living painting which changes and develops via intuition and experimentation as the work is made. This fine art approach is apparent from his first feature film, Eraserhead (1976), through to his experimental pieces on his website, DavidLynch.com, and becomes even more pronounced in the labyrinthine digital film-making of Inland Empire (2006).

The open nature of much of the work also provides a space for the viewer to become enmeshed in the complexities of what is presented on screen, and who can thereby become an ‘extra’ by becoming embroiled in the continuing life of the films as audiences critically engage with them, in print and digital forms, producing supplementary knowledge beyond the rigidities of an auteur approach to film studies.

The connection between startling individual images and diachronic narrative in these films creates a dialectic that problematizes the relationship between different art forms, and which may, partly, account for the wide divergence of critical responses to these films as they cross boundaries between film and fine art. In box-office terms some of the films might be considered wilful failures, such as the seemingly paradoxical decision to make a prequel feature film, Twin Peaks: Fire Walk with Me (1992), after the television series had been stopped, but this is a film the director felt compelled to make and whose critical reputation has in fact grown over the years. These films are situated within the North American film industry, but at its edges, and which perhaps explains some of the responses to the work.

His later films, particularly Mulholland Drive (2001) and Inland Empire (2006), critique the history of the industry and particularly Hollywood, from the position of women damaged by their attempts to become film stars.

In a practice that fully embraces new technology it will be fascinating to see where Lynch goes next. For him the freedom that digital technology provides brings film-making and painting closer together as greater creative control is brought into the film-maker’s hands. This increased freedom is also present for the viewer, in terms of interactions with the film text in the cinema, on DVD and the Internet, in either a professional or amateur capacity, in which the continued engagement with this body of work provides these ‘extra’ voices with an expanding, unfolding space for critical interactions to extend the life of the films and to provide supplementary knowledge.

The end results of Lynch’s film paintings are always startling, continuously moving, changing shape and creating new forms; no wonder they elicit such strong reactions.

Why does film matter?

Since its inception film has delighted, amazed and confounded audiences, and it continues to do so. Film came into being as part of a new mass visual culture in the late nineteenth century and went on to become the pre-eminent art form of the twentieth century. As such, its strengths have always been in its intermediariness and intertextuality, breaking down false divisions between high and low culture. This status also provides film with the potential to mutate and cross over into the new media frameworks opened up by the digital turn. Film continues to provide audiences and the individual spectator with incomparable opportunities to experience imaginatively the lives of others, which can only affect and enrich us, making us more rounded individuals by such encounters.

From your perspective what does the future hold for film?

It has been widely said that cinema is dead, ever since a talkie was seen as a great me- taphor in 1839 Paul Delaroche said that ‘from today painting is dead’. However, this story is probably apocryphal and Delaroche was actually an advocate of the nascent art form of photography. And, instead of acquiescing to the death of their medium, forward thinking painters from that time onwards entered into a new engagement with painting’s radical possibilities that photography opened up for them, to produce startling new ways of seeing, depicting and understanding the modern world. In recent years, David Lynch has stated: ‘for me, film is dead… I’m shooting in digital video and I love it’. The digital turn similarly provides new opportunities for forward thinking film-makers to take film into new portals which can, and will no doubt continue to, reinvigorate the medium and its radical possibilities. Film is dead… Long live film.

Read on...
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Film is the most pervasive form of communication and entertainment

Keyan Tomaselli

Why does film matter?
Film, in the generic sense, is the basis of all motion picture forms, and is the most pervasive form of communication and entertainment in the postmodern world.

From your perspective what does the future hold for film?
With the development of new technologies film becomes much more ubiquitous and accessible. It is used as a developmental impulse by some less developed countries on the one hand while generating different forms of aesthetics on the other.
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The importance of genre

Genre is inherently intertextual. Audiences are constantly asked to place a narrative within other known narratives – it is often the means by which we make sense of the experience of watching a film. Difficulty in doing so leads to a range of emotions, very occasionally surprise but more often disappointment, confusion and possibly even anger. My book is looking at a very specific sub-genre, televisual adaptations derived from the work of Stephen King, but its considerations have wider ramifications for the operation of genre and the use of literary properties on television, such as whether generic hybrids foreground their generic credentials more strongly than ‘pure’ examples, for their blending to work effectively.

Genres are a key mechanism by which expectations are managed. In different contexts, the ‘managers’ of these expectations might be networks, producers, writers or even ourselves as viewers. It is often said that programmes ‘find their audiences’ as if they have some kind of sentient power, but what kinds of expectations are raised, their intensity, and how far they are met, play a crucial role in how a given piece of television is scheduled, how it is received or indeed whether it is made at all. Arguably, generic categorizing in television is even more important than cinema. Both media need to find their audience and for the audience to find them, but in the case of cinema, that battle is won by the time viewing commences (even if individuals walk out, tickets have been sold). The commencement of viewing guarantees little in the context of television, where there is instantly, via the remote control, access to an array of other viewing choices and the home environment, with increasing numbers of multi-media platforms, as well as social intersection (such as with family, friends, and even pets), means that the television must fight with an array of potential competition (such as with family, friends, and even pets), means that viewing choices and the home environment, with increasing numbers of multi-media platforms, as well as social intersection (such as with family, friends, and even pets), means that the television must fight with an array of potential competition. Where there is a synergy of marketing (Rob Reiner, 1986) and television (Scott Hicks, 2001)), here there is a synergy of marketing over the text itself: meaning is not generated solely outside it. This book does not deny the importance of industrial or reception factors but rather that the text remains and most intimate secrets, are experienced via moving pictures on screens big and small...
Why does film matter?

Film matters because they can provide compelling and creative artistic and entertainment experiences for audiences. Some films are just fleeting entertainment but others are magnificent, wonderful, thought-provoking works of art – from seven minute Warner Brothers cartoons to highly personal non-fiction films to dramatic features and musicals – and from all parts of the world. In the age of the laptop and mobile smartphone, ‘film’ is everywhere but cinematic film is still, at its best, extraordinary.

Read on...
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Film... has an extraordinary capacity to expand our reality

Mette Hjort

Why does film matter?
Film matters, among other things, because it has an extraordinary capacity to expand our reality, to deepen our moral sensibility, and to shape our self-understandings, sometimes by moving us closer to cultures, problems, and realities that are distant from those we know well. That said, I think it is far from being the case that all films matter. The task, I think, for film scholars in the future will be to help to ensure that films that genuinely do matter continue to get made, and that they receive the attention they deserve.

What does the future hold for film and Scandinavian film particularly?
My sense is that the future is bright especially for documentary film, and not only in Scandinavia.

What is the ‘New Danish Cinema’ and what excites you about it?
Broadly speaking the term ‘New Danish Cinema’ refers to films made from the early 90s onwards, by film practitioners who, oftentimes, had been trained at the National Film School of Denmark. As a result of their highly collaborative approach to film-making, and their strong interest in well-developed stories and in film as art, these film practitioners were able to make films that effectively revived the small national cinema in question. I’m interested in the New Danish Cinema because it succeeded against all odds and because it helps us to understand that, given effective artistic leadership and insightful cultural policies, constraints can become the basis for creative opportunities.

Which director most exemplifies the New Danish ethos and why?
I would have to say Lars von Trier, because the New Danish Cinema is so intimately connected with his films, initiatives, and practices. Von Trier raised the bar for Danish film, set a new standard. Collaboration, networks, the sharing of prestige, reputation, and talent, these are all things that Lars von Trier put on the agenda. And these things have been crucial to the development of the New Danish Cinema.
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Known only as ‘The Projectorist’, an intrepid Asian blogger is on a mission to document rundown cinemas in his corner of the continent.

‘This is a photographic archive of derelict or converted movie theatres in Southeast Asia. Ever since the convenience of the home entertainment centre has become widely available, movie theatre-going has been on the path to extinction. Declining audiences and rising operational costs have made the business feasible only for larger conglomerates, while the independent, family-run theatre has been squeezed out of the picture. Here their memories are kept alive. Going or gone, but not forgotten!’ – The Projectorist.

The Projectorist is an unusually focused blogger: since beginning The Southeast Asia Movie Theater Project in March, the mystery cinephile has made almost 100 entries. Three parts photo-essay to one part travel blog, each post details the decrepitude of a formerly thriving picture house. Mixing a film enthusiast’s anger at the changing times and inevitable or uncertain future – with a single sentence the dedication that drives them, is their way of capturing the past projections.

Words: Scott Jordan Harris | Pictures: ‘The Projectorist’ | Article from The Big Picture Magazine (14)
Film works so well because it takes us into its world with scarcely any effort on our part.

With the passing of the New Deal, the idealism and liberalism of Roosevelt’s first two terms of office faded. Republican gains in both Houses signalled a political shift, and the New Deal ran out of steam. As soon as the war was over, a tangible shift in American culture became apparent. New Deal liberalism, including intervention in business affairs, social housing and unemployment relief programmes, became identified with communist leanings. There was soon no room for those fictional Hollywood characters who, in the 1930s, had denounced big business and the profit motive. But Hollywood film-makers did not simply switch their affiliations and start making movies that denounced the liberal idealism of the previous decade. Instead, many film-makers began to deny the probability of moral triumph in society – a stark contrast to the complacent, celebratory optimism of the 1930s.

Films of the 1940s offered a frank recognition of a crisis of faith, portraying American ideals as now alien to ordinary life. Unable any longer to present the nation with images of triumphant idealism, the film industry had to find new methods to promote its liberal values. Four themes can be identified.

The first theme was the depiction of the dream of American success as more akin to a nightmare. The pursuit of success had destroyed deeper values of democracy, justice and communal help – so much had been acknowledged by Hollywood films at the height of the New Deal. But in the 1930s, New Deal values were reinstated by the conclusion of the films. In the 1940s the nightmare was simply shown as the new reality. It might be criticized, but it could not be vanquished. The second theme introduced a fundamental change in the status of the New Deal idealist hero opposed to materialism. In the 1940s this character became isolated. No longer was he able to dominate the film’s narrative, determine its outcome and be included at the centre of a celebratory and optimistic finale. Instead, these characters occupied the margins of society and often ended up alienated and alone when the film finished. In such films, participation in society was not an option for the male hero of ideals, because society no longer shared his values.

A third theme was the use of mysticism and fantasy to escape from the horrors of modern life. In a fairy-tale world, populated by ghosts, the old ideals might still hold sway. Film-makers who adopted this strategy filled the moral vacuum of the 1940s with a pseudomystical centre. They felt unable to ground their moral solutions in ‘real’ life, as had been possible at the height of the New Deal. Instead, they relied on elements of fantasy or divine intervention to solve society’s problems. Such fantasizing would have been seen in the 1930s as pessimistic escapism and defeatism. There was no need in that confident decade to ground solutions to social ills in fantasy. Morality would triumph sure enough in everyday life. No such confidence permeated the films of the 1940s. The fourth and final response to the moral crisis was simply to insist on an optimistic assessment of the prospect of a return to the New Deal’s consensus society.

Why does film matter?

Does any cultural activity matter? At one level film, like other cultural art forms, matters only as a source of entertainment, escapism and fun. And it is one of the most successful (because it is so accessible) art forms for that purpose – one approaches an evening watching a film with a sense, usually, of relaxation and anticipation (unless it’s something by Tarkovsky). Going to see Shakespeare or Pinter, for instance, or the opera or ballet, then there is a conscious effort to engage the brain and concentrate hard. Film works so well because it takes us into its world with scarcely any effort on our part. But in a more profound sense, film matters because, again like other cultural products, it tells us something about ourselves and gives meaning to our lives. Even while apparently mindlessly absorbed in a Hollywood entertainment, we are subtly and unconsciously washed with layers of cultural values, idealistic aspirations, an understanding of good and evil, the transformation of the everyday into the heroic and the mythic, the redemption of past mistakes, the finding of love, the losing of love, the acknowledgement of our hidden desires and secret pain – the discovery of the meaning of our lives.
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Film matters because it has the power to connect us to a world outside of our own, even if the only travelling we do is from our sofa. We can glimpse cultural differences and engage with all kinds of diverse attitudes to life when we broaden our viewing horizons beyond the mainstream. Themes explored in film also speak a universal language that anyone can understand regardless of background, education or race, which makes it a truly democratic art form.
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